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Abstract

In this study, we have identified that a Proof of Concept can be characterized as a research practice and instrument of knowledge creation, based on a set of activities that are applied to the study and understanding of certain objects by the actors involved. In Information Systems Development, we have characterized a Proof of Concept as a system that creates socio-technical phenomena and, with the aim of understanding these phenomena, we use the Context Engineering approach. Context Engineering represents the relationship between a set of essential movements in a new framework of activities of Information Systems Development. Furthermore, we highlight Information Science, which allows us to study in formal and rigorous ways the processes, techniques, conditions, and effects that are entailed in improving the efficacy of information, which is used for a range of purposes related to individual, social and organizational needs, as well as new methods of scientific communication. To our knowledge, and following a review of the literature, there is a lack of studies combined with gaps in the knowledge of Proof of Concept practices. The misunderstanding of these practices may strengthen the probability of compromising the reliability, reproducibility, and reusability of the knowledge consumed or constructed in a Proof of Concept, which may affect its appropriate utilization by the organizations, their actors, or communities of practice. In this context, this paper aims to promote a preliminary study of the state-of-the-art scientific knowledge and to contribute to the body of published literature on Proof of Concept practices.
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INTRODUCTION

A Proof of Concept (POC) is a research practice that is performed by organizations. A POC serves as an instrument of knowledge construction in the study and understanding of certain objects (i.e., artifacts and phenomena). In other words, a POC is a research practice which has a set of activities (i.e., actions, movements, analyses, simulations, techniques, tests, among others) for the assessment, understanding, validation, and exploration of, and the learning about objects in a given area of knowledge.

A POC is used “to prove a concept through a practical model” [45], with the aim of promoting knowledge of the objects under study. According to Kendig [23], “the notion of proof of concept research is framed in terms of a particular kind of research that provides justification in practice of the potential transportability of knowledge acquired through the experimental test case”.

A well-organized and executed POC enables organizations to analyze, understand, validate and learn; or in other terms, to produce and gain certain knowledge. The lack of characterization and a conceptual model of POC practices may impact the ‘knowledge of the practice’, thus increasing the probability of compromising the reliability, reproducibility and reusability of the knowledge in a POC, which may affect the proper utilization of that knowledge by the organizations, their actors, or communities of practice [47–49].

Simplistically, a POC can be characterized as a ‘system’ that has a set of activities which has, as input, a set of questions (information) and as output, potential answers corresponding to a certain knowledge. Hence, a POC is a ‘practice’ for knowledge construction based on a theoretical-practical foundation of
research, which seeks to extend the knowledge pertaining to the objects under study.

Checkland [8,9] presents a generic description of systems, characterized as "an entity that receives some inputs and produces some outputs", a definition that supports the foundation and framework of our study of the POC practices in the scope of Information Systems Development (ISD).

As a starting point in our research proposal, we formulate the following hypothesis: The lack of characterization and a model of POC practices compromises the reliability, reproducibility, and reusability of the knowledge consumed or constructed in a POC. Furthermore, it is not possible to reflect on or to understand how to present and communicate that knowledge to be utilized appropriately by the organizations, their actors, or communities of practice.

We present a preliminary study of POC practices within the scope of ISD and having the perspective of Context Engineering [2,33–35] that "represents the relationship between a set of essential movements in a new framework of activities of ISD, visualizing the development as a socio-technical phenomenon" and their connection to Information Science. With the latter, we particularly act in accordance with a study of Rayward [32], whereby Information Science aims "to study in formal and rigorous ways the processes, techniques, conditions, and effects that are entailed in improving the efficacy of information, variously defined and understood, deployed and used for a range of purposes related to individual, social and organizational needs".

We highlight the reflections on Information Systems in the work of Allen [1] and the interdisciplinarity of Information Science in the work of Wersig [50]. Allen defines an Information System as "a linked and related system of entities (including one or more information devices) that provides access to one or more bodies of knowledge and acts as a mechanism through which individuals can inform other individuals or through which they themselves can become informed".

Saracevic [36–38] highlights the problem proposed by Information Science as making more accessible a collection of knowledge, while not caring whether the activity that deals with these issues is called Information Science or whether any other terminology is adopted, since the problems are focused on human terms rather than on technological terms.

In this context, this paper aims to contribute to a preliminary study of the POC practices and their connection with Information Systems and Information Science, with the further aims of contributing to the characterization, and also providing a conceptual model of these practices.

METHODOLOGY
In response to the proposed objective in the present study, a review of the literature was undertaken. The bibliography research was based on the databases provided by the University of Coimbra (UC, Portugal), the Scientific Repository of Open Access of Portugal (RCAAP), and Google Scholar.

The terms used for information retrieval were "Proof of Concept", "Information Systems", and "Information Science" using both languages of "English" and "Portuguese". In accordance with the work of Neto, Borges and Roque [26,27], at a later stage in our research "a cross-sectional analysis was performed on the collected articles, based on the abstract, keywords, introduction and conclusion, to determine and to select the relevant documents of interest for the study". After finishing the collection and selection of the bibliography, "an in-depth analysis of the fundamental concepts was performed with the aim to reflect on all the contents in order to respond to the objectives outlined for this study" [26,27].

RESULTS
The Proof of Concept (POC) has several interpretations and terminological definitions within the body of scientific literature, such as a study, an idea, a method, a technique, a process, a set of tests, an experimental practice, among others, while not presenting a consensus in its definition.

After an in-depth analysis of the different terminological definitions of Proof of Concept (POC), we understand a Proof of Concept (POC) to mean: a research practice that is characterized by a set of activities [movements] [practices] that are carried out with the application of certain knowledge by the different actors involved in its execution.

The term 'practice', according to Schatzki et al. [40], refers to "embodied, materially mediated arrays of human activity that are centrally organized around a shared practical understanding". According to practice theory (particularly regarding the work of Schatzki [39]), "a practice consists of particular sets of activities [movements] or basic actions, which at a lower level of abstraction may constitute practices as such, where a basic action can be performed simultaneously in multiple contexts and can constitute multiple actions" [22].

Thus, in our study, we have adopted the term 'practice' in accordance with the works of Isabelle et al. [21] and Schön [42]: "We define practices as both what people do in situations and the way they do it [in those situations]. Practices are knowing in action (Piaget, 1974), that is, [practices are] dispositions enacted in specific situations (Bourdieu, 1990)" [21]. Furthermore, Schön notes "I offer an approach to epistemology of practice based on a close examination of what some practitioners—architects, psychotherapists, engineers, planners, and managers—actually do" [42]. Thus, we understand that the definitions cited support our understanding of what comes to be a POC.

Although, according to Gradwohl [18], a POC is generally an incomplete realization of an idea in order to demonstrate what is feasible, i.e., evidence that this idea is feasible and also evidence that this is a "learning tool" [4].

Based on a review of the literature, we identified that there is a lack of studies, combined with gaps in the knowledge, on POC practices. In other words, it was not possible to identify in the scientific literature: studies about POC practices, their characterization and a conceptual model, and the importance and impact of Information Science on these practices.
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However, we have identified many studies in different areas of scientific knowledge within the body of literature that use a POC to support their research [5,7,19,25,28,41,43–46]. Notwithstanding the aforementioned, we did find a potential standard in the existence of common elements on these scientific studies, which use a POC as a support tool in their research process.

Following a more detailed analysis of the collected data, we identified at least seven common elements in the scientific studies that use a POC in their research process. The identified elements were: Case Studies, Actors, Purpose of the Study, Scientific Domain, Actions, Hypotheses, and Results (Figure 1).

Figure 1: Common elements in scientific studies using POC.

The definitions and approaches of ISD presented by Hirschheim, Klein and Lytinen [20] contribute to the foundation of our investigation in the scope of Information Systems as "a technological system that manipulates, stores, and disseminates symbols (representations) that have, or are expected to have, relevance and an impact on socially organized human behavior”.

Nunamaker, Chen and Purdin [29] contribute to the foundation of our study of POC practices in the context of Information Systems, particularly in ISD. In their study entitled “Systems development in Information Systems Research”, the authors consider that ‘research’ generally follows a pattern consisting of “problem, hypothesis, analysis and arguments”, similar to a POC where the same approach is equivalent to a "proof-by-demonstration" [29].

In another perspective, Orlikowski [30] in her study called “The Duality of Technology”, demonstrates a view on Information Systems and technology that strengthen “investigations of the interaction between technology and organizations that seek patterns across certain contexts [in POC practices] and certain types of technology, rather than abstract, deterministic relationships that transcend settings, technologies, and intentions”. The same author presents the technology as "physically constructed by actors [POC practitioners] working in a given social context [POC practices], and technology is socially constructed by actors through the different meanings they attach to it and the various features they emphasize and use”.

Orlikowski and Iacono [31] also discuss the lack of theories about artifacts in the field of Information Technology (IT) and their interdependence in different contexts, and their practices, which we understand to be applicable as well to the study of POC practices.

Rroque, Almeida and Figueiredo [34] present the Context Engineering and discuss the importance of the context as a fundamental theme in engineering and design and its complex set of conditions to be studied and understood in the modeling and development of artifacts. The contribution of Context Engineering [35] to this study of POC practices aims to (1) frame ISD activities [POC practices], supported by the relationship between context and activity mediators [communities of practice], associated with that context; (2) gain an understanding of ISD activities [POC practices] in a framework, viewing the development [in a POC] as a socio-technical phenomenon; and (3) address the contextuality in ISD [POC practices] as a key to the realization of free-form movements.

Also, the Context Engineering [35] presents as the proactive co-evolution of context and artifacts, both objects of development practice, with a set of activities [movements]: Diagnostic, Innovation, Creation, Evaluation, Adaptation, Generalization, and Consolidation. The Consolidation movement represents "the consolidation phase of the new form of activity [movement] as suggested in our adaptation of the Expansive Learning Cycle (Engeström, 1987). This phase represents the process of adaptation that occurs after the generalization of the new instruments when a new form of activity emerges through an interaction with the neighboring activities in the target context” [33].

Further, the Context Engineering [2,33–35] (Figure 2) is centered on a conceptual framework, which represents the relationship between a set of essential movements in a new form of ISD framing development, aiming to develop a sketch of the problems, centered on the context, as a fundamental part in the provisioning of resources for interpretation and understanding of these phenomena (i.e., problems, activities, or practices), where we understand to be essential in the execution of a POC.
Roque [35] notes that the design activities [movements] are "the essential character of any design activity, the 'conversation' that the professional establishes with the situation and with engineering as a movement-testing experience". We also understand this interpretation to be suitable in POC practices and with respect to their community of practice (i.e., POC practitioners, participants, organizations, different actors, among others).

We also highlight the importance of Schön’s work “The Reflective Practitioner: How Professionals Think in Action, a reflection on practice” [42]. Schön emphasizes the importance and the need for reflection on the action, and in the context of this action, on the part of the practitioners, for the definition and adjustment of their processes with respect to the objectives to be achieved, a reflection that we have identified to be applicable to POC practices.

Also, we have identified that Activity Theory [12,13,15–17,24] plays important role in the study of POC practices, as a "philosophical and cross-disciplinary framework for studying different forms of human practices as development processes, on both individual and social levels, interlinked at the same time" [24]. Also, according to Engeström, the Activity Theory is a "new framework aimed at transcending the dichotomies of micro- and macro-, mental and material, observation and intervention in analysis and redesign of work" [13–15,17].

In the perspective of a POC, the activities [movements] are intended to acquire certain knowledge of one or more objects (i.e., artifacts) of interest to organizations and their actors. These organizations might use a set of movements which are present in the POC in aiming to achieve a certain result, whether or not they are inserted into a given community with its own characteristics, such those of social and technological.

Based on these characteristics, it becomes interesting and important to analyze and study the application of certain movements that are present in the execution of activities by the communities of practice [47–49], which somehow are being built and represented during a POC or from the interaction with a different POC (i.e., POC X and POC Y) and their elements, such as: Artifacts, Subjects, Practices, Communities of Practice, Objects, and Knowledge (Figure 3) [14].

In a different perspective, Corbett’s work "On Being an Elephant in the Age of Oblivion: Computer-based information systems and organisational memory” [11], highlights the importance of organizational memory and the dominance of individual-based psychological memory models, where we identify the importance of Information Systems and the connection with Information Science with respect to the study of POC practices.

A memory is a function that "benefits humans by allowing the use of past experiences in solving new problems. It provides individuals with a snapshot of personal experiences, enabling ways to anticipate events. For this, memory is based on acquisition, storage, retrieval and information use skills” [3].

According to Corbett, an organizational memory is a "generic concept used to describe the processes of acquisition, retention, maintenance, research and retrieval of knowledge within an organization" [11].

Corbett [11] emphasizes the importance of interpretation problems that inevitably arise in the design and use process, where we reflect and question the relevance of the understanding and characterization of POC practices and their potential influence on the organizational memory and the memory of its individuals.

A lack and misinterpretation of the knowledge of POC practices, as well as a lack of analysis, reflection, and understanding of these practices in different contexts (i.e., social and technological), may increase the probability of compromising and manipulating the organizational memory, the memory of individuals and the collection of knowledge fragments of an organization [11], which we describe as the domino effect in POC practices.

We can exemplify the potential domino effect in POC practices using the study of Neto and Da Fonseca [28], which is a comparative performance study between two communication data protocols in storage systems, where the study is centered on a POC for the construction of a comparative analysis and the presentation of the final results.

Depending on a simple context change or the practices adopted in the study of Neto and Da Fonseca [28] (i.e., the change of a social or technological context in the work of the POC practitioner; the change of any artifacts or phenomena; or even the understanding, reflection, characterization, and execution of these tests by different actors in POC practices), could both compromise and influence the comprehension of all the objects involved in the study, as well as the results, regardless of their human or non-human nature, potentializing the domino effect for all components of the system (i.e., actors, networks, systems, knowledge, among others) and potentially the future works based on this comparative study. This means that the simple change of context, or the lack of understanding and characterization of these practices, increases the probability of changing, in a positive or negative way, their understanding and execution, potentially contributing to knowledge creation and dissemination (efficient or deficient) by the POC, to organizations, their actors, or communities of practice.

Figure 3: Two interacting POC (activity systems) for the third generation of activity theory – adapted from [14].
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According to Almeida, “Individuals, members of an organization [communities of practice], retain information from their own direct experiences [practices]. This information can be retained in the memory of the individual or, more subtly, in their structures of beliefs and values” [3].

We understand that the non-definition of a model of POC practices, even as a conceptual framework, as well as the lack of the characterization of these practices, can intensify and strengthen the difficulty to reflect on and comprehend these practices, thus increasing the probability for inefficient knowledge creation and dissemination, or knowledge that is incorrect and repetitively so, to organizations, their actors, or communities of practice.

Information Systems, as well as POC, not only “store information, but can influence and change (sociocultural) interactions that define organizational institutions, as well as their processes that enable the mobilization of these organizational resources” [11]. As a result, we identify the importance of Information Systems and Information Science with respect to our study of Proof of Concept (POC) practices.

According to Le Coadic [10], Information Science has “identified and delimited its object of study and its fundamental research problems: [Information Science is] a study of the general properties of information (nature, genesis and effects), processes and systems of construction, communication and use of this information”. Furthermore, Saracevic [36–38] describes Information Science as “a field of professional practice and scientific inquiry addressing the effective communication of information and information objects, particularly knowledge records, among humans in the context of social, organizational, and individual need for and use of information”.

Machlup and Mansfield, as cited in [32], describe Information Science as a narrow discipline and present various research projects which Information Science can encompass, such as “Studies of patterns of communication among scientists and scholars (i.e., co-citation analysis); modeling and computer simulation of information systems and networks; studies of the character and behavior of users of information systems and services; studies of human factors involved in the design of man/machine systems, and so on”. Also, Hayes, as cited in [32], proposes that Information Science “is the study of the means by which organizations (which we call ‘information systems’) process recorded symbols to meet their defined objectives”.

In this way, we present our preliminary results on the study of Proof of Concept (POC) practices, with the aim of contributing to the reflection on, and knowledge of, the practice – which is actually a study within the scope of ISD with the goals of characterizing and proposing a conceptual model of these practices from the perspective of Context Engineering, viewing their development as a socio-technical phenomenon. The further aim is to contribute to the reflection and understanding of these practices by the actors involved, as well as a reflection on the implications of these practices with respect to organizations and their actors from the perspective of Information Science.

Thus, we highlight our study as a research proposal in terms of an arrangement/situation which involves some reciprocal obligation or mutual action (i.e., a ‘two-way street’) in the search for knowledge in the relationship of Context Engineering with regards to Information Science, a relationship that we consider essential to the study of Proof of Concept (POC) practices.

CONCLUSIONS

A Proof of Concept (POC) is a research practice and can be characterized as an instrument of knowledge construction in the submission of objects (i.e., artifacts and phenomena) of any nature to a set of activities, in order to contribute to the understanding and knowledge of these objects under study, in the development and adoption of new products or technologies by organizations and their actors [6,23].

As aforementioned, we identified a lack of studies on POC practices and their characterization, as well as studies on how to acquire, present and document the knowledge used or produced in a POC to organizations, their actors, or communities of practice. Notwithstanding this lack, we have identified a POC as a ‘system’ that somehow produces some knowledge on, and the importance of, the connection of ISD, more specifically within Context Engineering [2,33–35] and Information Science [32], in order to develop a study of these practices and their impact to organizations, their actors, or communities of practice.

We have identified that Information Science [32] has a fundamental role in our research proposal in the relationship with Context Engineering [35]. We aim to provide a reflection on the potential implications of these practices towards organizations, as well as communities of practice, whether they be related to information management or knowledge management, that involve improving the effectiveness of information, among other aspects. Thus, we conclude that it is non-desirable to establish a reflection of these implications without a systematic and proper study of the characterization of these practices and a proposal of their conceptual model, supported by the theoretical framework of Context Engineering and its connection with Information Science.

We understand that the complete set of activities, including organizations, actors (human, non-human, or both), communities of practice, systems, among others, associated with the context can influence a POC by potentially effecting (positively or negatively) the knowledge created and disseminated to organizations and their actors, which translates to domino effect.

Therefore, we emphasize the importance of characterizing the POC practices, and therefore forward a proposal of their conceptual model in aiming to contribute not only to the knowledge of POC practices, but also the knowledge management of these practices to organizations, their actors, or communities of practice, where we also identify Information Science, which plays an important role in the process of transforming information into knowledge, which is essential in the Proof of Concept (POC) practices.
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